
 

“Ugh, my head.” Metro mumbled as he slowly woke up. The brown wolf tensed, he was in 

an unusual and totally unfamiliar room, and this was far from the first time this had happened. 

He tried to lift his arms, and to his absolute shock, they moved on command. He sat up, looking 

at himself, to see what state he was in.  

It was a clinically clean room, the solid table-like bed he was on had been given a 

minimalist cushioning, but there were no hidden cuffs inside it waiting to strap him down. 

Though frankly, that fact did little to assuage him, as he was completely naked.  

He hadn’t looked behind him, so when a hand fell on his shoulder, a velvety texture to 

the pads on it, his fur puffed up reflexively to the unexpected and unsolicited touch. 

“Ahh, Metro, thank you for coming.” A sultry voice said.  

“Misha? I didn’t come here of my own volition!” Metro replied, as he recognised the 

strutting figure for the vixen that he knew.  

“Well you at least came to on your own!” Misha quipped, her hand running down one of 

Metro’s legs.  

He swung around to the far edge of the bed, keeping back from her while standing up 

quickly. “Whatever this is, I don’t have the time for it!”  

“Oh no, that won’t do, surely you’ll hear a girl out?” Misha pleaded, a false innocence to 

her questions as she scurried to catch up and lightly tugged an arm.  

The wolf shook her off, stalking forward. “Nope, I’m out of here before this goes bad.”  

Misha rolled her eyes as he strode toward the door, she pulled out a remote control with 

a single red button on it and depressed it with her thumb.  

The walls clicked open and long metal poles whirred as they emerged from within, 

segmented into mechanical arms that flew toward the wolf. Metro heard the sound, glanced over 

his shoulder, and ran, but the machines were swifter, snaring his ankles first.  

He tripped as a result, but before he hit the floor another pair of clamping arms had 

grabbed his wrists and a larger arm seized his waist, the whole set picking him up and pulling 

him back toward the table, near to Misha.  

She chuckled, tapping the same button to instruct them to move to the next phase, the 

noises reverberated through the walls, out of sight. “So, the reason I brought you here is simple, 

and fun, but since you denied me the chance to explain I’ll let the results do the talking.” 

“How did you even get me here?!” He demanded, tugging against the metal. The limbs 

moved with his arms, but only a bare measure, far from enough to get any agency.  



 

“Oh that was fun, too! I’m saddened that you don’t remember.” She said in mock offence.  

Metro thought, the last thing he remembered was… a deer shaped figure. Yes that was it, 

a steely blue and white form, robotic. It had jumped him like something out of a horror show, 

scaring him and possibly drugging him into submission, or, he’d be loath to admit, he might 

have just fainted. His synapses fired at the memory, playing the rest of what he saw. It had been 

dark, but something like a fursuit had been placed beside him, and he vaguely recalled a tugging 

at his clothing before he had succumbed. “Wait, that suit was you?!” 

Misha nodded, interrupting and reminiscing openly. “My accomplice went to collect you 

but, given he couldn’t drag a naked wolf through the streets, I ejected my host at the time, and 

he brought my empty form to you. It was a delight walking arm in arm with him using you as my 

skeleton.” She said, grinning as she stroked his cheek, pressing her chest against his body.  

Being this close to the living suit, he could hear the muffled squeaks of her current, 

gagged victim, presumably the same host, who had had no say in any of the plan and likely hated 

having been caught up again. The display was a casual reminder that his own compliance had 

always been optional, anyway.  

“If you had me inside you, why release me, or wait for me to wake up for that matter?!” 

He demanded.  

“Because this way is more entertaining for everyone.” Another hatch in the ceiling 

opened and a flopping shape of rubber was slowly lowered into Metro’s view.  “Oh, look, it’s all 

ready!” Misha said with an excited clap. “Now I don’t want to get in the way, and the observation 

room gives a much better view, so I’d better run off. Have fun! I know I will.” 

“Wait, hold on! Misha! Misha!” Metro said, trying to plead but she didn’t even turn her 

head as she walked with swaying hips out of the room. “Damn it!”  

The rubber catsuit was moved ominously towards him, the arms, legs, even the head 

were all of one piece. Yet more mechanical arms came down, stretching the opening in the back. 

He hadn’t even seen it there until they’d pulled it open, and the entire mass of the catsuit 

seemed much smaller than he was.  

He tried to kick against the arms as they raised his legs forward, making him effectively 

sit in the air. The arms moved together to pull his paws into the suit while the dressing pincers 

moved the fabric from outside. The rubber squeezed around his toes, thickly set so that his claws 

were covered in softening tips, and only then did the shin clamps release.  

Metro gasped as the metal slid loose, it had been bracing the rubber, stretching it even 

wider than it ought to be, and without the solid metal holding it, the contraction squeezed his leg 

down tightly. Thanks to the thickness of his covered fur, it looked as though his limb had 

shrunk, and the grimacing wolf felt that the suit was already one size too small.  



 

His feet waved in the air, but the arm and waist clamps were doing their part in keeping 

him bound. Instead the mechanical apparatus used his own weight to stretch and tug the suit 

up. He tensed yet again, eyes widening as he felt something nestle between his lower cheeks. 

When the arms pulled the suit over his rump, the suspicion was confirmed, it was a shaped plug 

that was stuffed up his hole to nestle in his butt. Then, the squeezing latex was tugged higher 

still to force his tail into a tight sack. The wolf had always known he was into this sort of thing, 

when consensual, and his body was reacting to the stimulus, his length rising and finding the 

discreet hole of a pocket designed for him.  

A slender pair of arms came down both behind and in front of him, one guiding his rod 

into place while the other made sure the tail bag fit him from tip to base. The adjustment 

wiggled and stirred the intruding plug, making him grimace and groan. Next, the squeezing latex 

was pulled up until it nudged the bottom of the waist clamp, tugging until there wasn’t a single 

crease in the shiny black surface.  

His legs were captured again and the whole apparatus twisted forward by ninety degrees, 

setting Metro so his belly was to the floor. The machine repeated its earlier trick with his arms, 

sliding them into the sleeves, releasing only when his fingers were in place, after which two arms 

slipped to the head-piece.  

The empty hollow mask was blank, no eye or mouth hole beyond a plug-port square in 

the centre of the lips. “Misha, come on! Surely we can talk about this!” The wolf tried, eyes going 

wide as the hood was rotated, but before he could say another word the machine jammed back 

intensely, as if it had been waiting for him to speak and part his lips. A thick bladder pressed 

around his tongue and up to the roof of his mouth as the insert found its destination, then the 

hood was smoothed up his muzzle, not leaving a single hole behind except for at the base of the 

mouth filling plug. The whole glossy hood pressed tight to his skull. The motion of his brows and 

his tugging jaws stirred the surface of the glossy blackness, but only muffled “Mmmph!”s and 

“Hrrf!”s broke loose. His ears were fed into pockets and the hood’s neck part was rolled down to 

cover the thick ruff of fur, popping tightly into place when it had covered him.  

The collar part was thicker than the rest. Loose enough to not squeeze crushingly, but as 

soon as the arms released it, Metro could tell that even with his full strength he’d not be likely to 

pull that off. To make matters worse, now that he was gagged, Misha, or whoever was 

controlling the arrangement had taken this moment to test the butt plug. It thrummed with 

heavy vibrations, stirring around inside him! 

Blind and held in the air, his thrashes did nothing to diminish it, and the lack of vision 

only made it more keenly felt. All the original binding arms released him, however, rather than 

falling, he was held by the tautness of the suit, the arms of the machine tugged around the 

opening, shaking him in the air as it shrank back to its near invisible, narrow size.  

He was encased from head to toe, unable to feel so much as a single hair stirring in the 

air. A thick arm grabbed his chest, running below the arms, and another grasped his hips, 

leaving the wolf’s torso rigidly unable to squirm. His legs flailed while his hands rose to his head, 



 

the fingers squeaking against the blank outline over his face. In the panicking stillness a new 

sensation broke his focus. A nozzle had emerged amidst all the suiting and binding limbs and it 

spread a warm solution over the opening.  

Metro didn’t need an explanation to work out that it was a sealant of some kind, and 

while it set he felt a fresh stirring at the front of his loins from external forces. His still hard 

length was fed into a tube of some kind, one that was just shy of painful as it pressured him 

down in size to fit. A fitted array of chastising metal, the base of which was coated in that same 

sealant, snugged tightly to his suited penis. From the tip of the device a long tube emerged which 

the suiting arms grasped and fed into the plug at his mouth, forming a cock tube. The tube made 

his every breath stimulate his junk further, despite its enforced restriction, and also served to cut 

his air flow to an absolute minimum. 

He felt a click between his teeth as the tube linked to a catch, not glued, but no less 

secure, as his gripping hands soon found when they grabbed and tugged on it. A further tug at 

his waist revealed another thing, the cage came with a narrow, shaped metal belt that went 

around behind him and latched just above the tail.  

The machines moved on, bringing out more toys, a thick pair of rubber breasts as well as 

additional gloves and boots. The machine coated the new toys in glue, the boots were forced over 

his feet first, shaped to look like clawed, three toed ones instead of his old paws. When they had 

been put on his two main toes rested in the middle while his outliers went to the digits at the 

side. His hands meanwhile were stuffed into gloves that only slightly adjusted their shape, but 

still squeezed as a constant reminder.  

His chest felt the pressure as the prosthetic rack was positioned and squeezed tightly into 

place, and then still more items were pulled from storage. Metro’s legs were dragged around as 

the machines pushed them into a pair of tight shorts, again coated with adhesives. The rubber 

garment stuck flush to his suit, hiding the chastity device, even the metal belt, and the bits 

beneath while the back end was fed into a rubber sleeve that changed his tails definition, making 

it look more plump at the base.  

Finally a vaguely head shaped unit was brought up. It threaded around the tube jutting 

from his maw, an extra layer of security as it held it in, and then adjusted the shape of his face to 

one that lost its lupine silhouette. It was a moldable base, and with a few more attachments it 

quickly became obviously draconic.  

Thick horns were glued into place, two at the back of each cheek and then a pair were 

tugged over his ears, serving the purpose of hiding them while using them as an anchor.  The 

thought of how this would diminish and restrict his hearing was just a bonus as far as Misha 

saw.  



 

The phase had ended and most of the arms retreated, only enough remaining to hold 

Metro in captivity. Had she been in earshot to tease, Misha would no doubt have told him her 

favourite part was coming up.  

Metro was moved around and placed back on the ground, the machines finally releasing 

their grip of him. The glues had all set fast, meaning that Metro’s desperate attempts to pull and 

tug were futile. He was also standing just where he needed to be, though he was blind to the fact, 

as a floor mounted ring rose. It stretched a nano-latex mass in its wake, starting on Metro’s feet, 

covering them in another layer that perfectly hid the glued on boots, smoothing out the line as it 

further buried them away.  

He was too unaccustomed to the feeling of the suit that he didn’t even realise the 

tightness was growing. The shorts and tail covering vanished next, the opening smoothed over 

without a sign, and the fresh layer glued the cock-tube to his body, the slack being taken up to 

show it was perfectly sized for this result. The breasts and prosthetic horns followed suit when 

the ring passed over them. With that done the disguise was complete. Metro had, to all outward 

appearances, been turned into a feminine shaped dragon, albeit one fully encased in latex. 

The ring revolved in the air before it began its descent, still quite active and spreading 

another fine layer. From the tips of the horns, down along his arms, not an inch was spared from 

the second coat, which smoothed his body a little further. The stumbling wolf noticed just as it 

passed his hips again that the tube was stuck down and the pressure had grown, and he tripped 

into one side of the ring, falling flat on his rump.  

His hands couldn’t even feel the outer accessories, now, and so he couldn’t even tug! The 

fingers squeaked, their fresh rubber coating fruitlessly drawing on more rubber as they searched 

for anything to pull on, but there was nothing. The rings had served their two purposes, making 

him more visually appealing and ensuring he was truly trapped inside it all.  

Metro’s palms slipped uselessly off his reshaped head, trying to tug at it, but then the 

plug in his rump began a fresh surge of buzzing. There was also a slight shift at his cock, the 

device relaxing to allow a full engorgement. It had been designed with a special feature that 

Metro was about to encounter; a timer kept it so that it would leave him pent up and needy, but 

then occasionally force out a release. 

The device itself started to buzz and vibrate sensually, though it was still dulling and 

dead to outside additions, a trick Metro discovered when his hands desperately dropped to his 

front and back. The suit was layered thick enough that his touch was imperceptible, which also 

meant he could do nothing to stop it!  

Struggling and rolling around on the ground, the blank black latex figure writhed as the 

toy built up swiftly to the edge and then threw him into a climax. The butt plug kept going for a 

while, but the cage at his front reformed as the wolf’s spent load shot up that pipe penetrating 

his maw.  



 

He was dimly aware of a voice, with his dulled hearing picking up the sound of Misha 

approaching. She held a latex suit in her arms, one hand tucked into its head to support it as she 

spoke into its eyes.  

“Oh yes, I’ve got you a lovely host to use, don’t worry, soon we’ll finally get to meet 

properly.” She murmured. Metro tried to scurry away from the sound, but blind as he was he 

soon impacted the table with a heavy thud. Misha smirked, tutting as she closed the distance. 

“Oh good, you can still hear a little. ”  

She laid the suit down beside him, red and orange latex with long blond hair, the suit 

also sported a pair of wings and a meaty spade-tipped tail. The costume rested lifelessly until she 

picked up a hand and dropped it to touch Metro’s thigh. Like with Misha’s own body, the contact 

with a living thing, at least one that wasn’t already hosting another suit, woke it up. It flowed 

and stretched toward Metro, and he felt the external force twist and wrap around his arms. The 

living suit was keen to be worn already.  

The wolf tried to get to his feet, but too slowly, the suit had coiled one leg and as he tried 

to bend the knee to place his foot on the ground, the squeezing intruder extended it outwards to 

slip its own leg over, the three toed attachment that the wolf wore suddenly making its point 

known as the new suit fit it perfectly.  

It moved with an eerie accuracy, knowing exactly where to pull to make sure it won the 

tug of war as it slipped over his limbs, one hand flexed unbidden and then the suit was 

stretching out as it got the other arm under control. Misha stepped in to help with the last 

lengths, pulling the wings wide until they flicked on their own accord and then helping guide the 

featureless head into the far more expressive dragoness mask of this new layer.  

As soon as the vixen had pulled a zipper up the back, the suit folded over it, hiding it 

away. She hoisted Metro’s body up onto the table and took one step away, the suit was truly 

waking up.  

For Metro it came over him like a slow wave. He was lifted, deposited, and then all 

around him his body felt heavy and sluggish, the final rubber suit proving far heavier than it 

ought to be. In truth that was its own influence being exerted, like Misha, when the suit claimed 

its host, it would take most of the control away.  

The outward eyes blinked as it woke up, sluggishly. Becoming its own creature, there was 

a sudden surge of feeling, it tightened all around, making a powerful full body squeeze over the 

hapless Metro. He let out a groan, which went seemingly unheard, but beyond that, his motor 

control had completely gone! 

Misha’s eyes twitched to peer at the stirring figure, she saw the last errant twitches of the 

wolf underneath, but was more amused at how alike the new dragoness’ actions were to Metro’s 

own awakening. “Good morning, this is your wake up call.” She said bright and cheerily.  



 

The dragoness started, sitting up and looking to the source of the voice in surprise. “Ah, 

hello! Uh, sorry, I … where is this exactly?” She said looking around, and then letting out a 

shocked gasp to see herself bared. The dragoness moved to cover her intimates with both arms. 

“Oh gosh this is embarrassing!”  

Misha just smiled warmly, tilting her head. “It’s quite alright, did you forget? You came 

here for a job interview, but you needed a nap. As to why you prefer to sleep in the nude, we 

thought it best not to pry. But as I said, this is your wake up call.” The story was of course pure 

fabrication, until a minute ago the suit didn’t have any higher consciousness but the dragoness 

nodded, it sounded right to her.  

She still kept her bosom and crotch covered, but relaxed a little, doing it for modesty’s 

sake. “Uh, did you have my clothes around still?”  

“Ah yes, let’s get to somewhere warmer, though. Right this way!” Misha said, suddenly 

being a gentle and courteous host.  

Inside the suit Metro was moaning, yelling as loud as he could. His body was no longer 

his own, any attempt to pull or resist was ignored as though he’d not made it, and while the 

chest was too padded for him to feel, the hand between the legs drew his attention.  

He could hear what the suit said quite clearly, though Misha’s words grew dimmer and 

more difficult when she moved away, from what he understood though he, or rather, they, were 

in a changing room, his body forced to bend as the suit dressed over top of the outermost shell in 

more mundane clothing. Just how many layers was he wearing now?  

The blonde haired dragoness tugged the pair of tights smoothly up her legs, sheer 

material that glid smoothly into place. Next came the short sleeved, white blouse then a 

miniskirt, before her feet planted into the raised heeled black shoes. The last thing the dragoness 

sported was a pair of narrow rectangular glasses to complete her look, rather than for necessity. 

She appraised herself in the mirror, tail lashing, wings giving a brief flap, and she 

nodded. “There we are.” She mumbled happily. “I don’t look too scruffy, do I?” The dragoness 

asked the vixen.  

“Oh, no, you look exactly as a metropolitan secretary should.” She retorted, “Well, I dare 

say, despite the small sudden need for a nap, you did ace the interview beforehand, so, frankly 

the job is yours!” Misha said. 

The dragoness looked up and grinned, while inside Metro’s head was spinning. 

Secretary? Job?  

“Oh yes, we do hope you can begin tomorrow. We’ll start you off easy, I’ll be with you all 

day to help set up our joint calendar, and then you’ll be at the desk for the rest of the time, 



 

answering calls mostly. But we’ll expand your duties when you’re comfortable to learn more. 

You did say you had experience with our software?” Misha asked.  

“Oh, most likely, and I’m a fast learner!” The dragoness said happily. 

“Wonderful, tomorrow you’ll meet your other employer, he’s what you might call my 

accomplice, a true partner in crime!” Misha guffawed to show it was a joke, to which the 

dragoness laughed dutifully. “Don’t be alarmed by his cybernetic appearance though, Mr. 

Betamax is an utter gentleman to those under his employ!” Misha rambled on as the pair left 

this room and headed away.  

She’d needed a new secretary, and to that end had thought the best way was to employ 

another suit and use the hapless wolf as its filling.  

 

 

As swiftly as that, Metro’s life had changed. He was just a passenger in his own body, one 

unable to communicate with the outside world, or even see it. The dragoness suit worked 

diligently during the daytime, never once suspecting she was anything but flesh and blood, and 

living a normal life.  

On top of this, she was also lusty behind closed doors. Every few days, when Metro’s 

chastity timer lined up, the dragoness would pleasure herself, like clockwork. Yet, there were 

many days when Metro was still locked and pent up when he could only feel the further teasing 

from her own self-play.  

Over two weeks after he had been absorbed into the suit, he heard the first familiar voice 

other than Misha’s since his encasement. A blue dragon by the name of Nick, who was one of 

Metro’s good friends. Nick had come looking for Metro, not directly accusing Misha of anything, 

though suspicious within reason. However, something about the dragoness secretary had caught 

his eye, and he had caught hers. She pledged to help him look, as it sounded serious, and while 

their search never found any clue that Metro was right under their noses, the two hit it off well.  

Metro worried what his future might hold when the dragoness was talking to Misha 

about it, and the living suit that surrounded Metro suggested she might even ask the wolf’s old 

friend out for a date. He only hoped that if that happened he could scream loud enough to be 

heard. 

  


